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The diversity of investigations of planetary surfaces, especially Mars, using in situ instrumentation over
the last decade is unprecedented in the exploration history of our solar system. The style of instrumen-
tation that landed spacecraft can support is dependent on several parameters, including mass, power
consumption, instrument complexity, cost, and desired measurement type (e.g., chemistry, mineralogy,
petrology, morphology, etc.), all of which must be evaluated when deciding an appropriate spacecraft pay-
load. We present a laboratory technique for a microscopic emission and reflectance spectrometer for the
analysis of martian analog materials as a strong candidate for the next generation of in situ instruments
designed to definitively assess sample mineralogy and petrology while preserving geologic context. We
discuss the instrument capabilities, signal and noise, and overall system performance. We evaluate the
ability of this instrument to quantitatively determine sample mineralogy, including bulk mineral abun-
dances. This capability is greatly enhanced. Whereas the number of mineral components observed from
existing emission spectrometers is high (often >5 to 10 depending on the number of accessory and alter-
ation phases present), the number of mineral components at any microscopic measurement spot is low
(typically <2 to 3). Since this style of instrument is based on a long heritage of thermal infrared emission
spectrometers sent to orbit (the thermal emission spectrometer), sent to planetary surfaces [the mini-
thermal emission spectrometers (mini-TES)], and evaluated in laboratory environments (e.g., the Ari-
zona State University emission spectrometer laboratory), direct comparisons to existing data are
uniquely possible with this style of instrument. The ability to obtain bulk mineralogy and atmospheric
data, much in the same manner as the mini-TESs, is of significant additional value and maintains the
long history of atmospheric monitoring for Mars. Miniaturization of this instrument has also been dem-
onstrated, as the samemicroscope objective has beenmounted to a flight-spare mini-TES. Furtherminia-
turization of this instrument is straightforward with modern electronics, and the development of this
instrument as an arm-mounted device is the end goal. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 300.6340, 300.6190.
1. Introduction
Over the last several decades, the range and volume
of data returned from planetary exploration missions
have increased exponentially. The orbital missions
responsible for the bulk of this data have traveled
throughout our solar system to nearly every
planetary-scale body, including but not limited to
the MESSENGER, Venus Express, Lunar Recon-
naissance Orbiter, Hayabusa, Chandrayaan-1, Mars
Global Surveyor, 2001 Mars Odyssey, Mars Express,
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Galileo, and Cassini–
Huygens missions. These orbiters have carried a
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wide range of specialized instruments, ranging from
high-resolution imaging visible cameras, radar,
laser altimeters, magnetometers, and a wide range
of spectrometers, including gamma ray and neutron
spectrometers, thermal emission spectrometers
(TES), and visible/near-infrared reflectance spectro-
meters. While fundamental observations have been
made from these orbital instruments, the next gen-
eration of instruments to be deployed throughout
the solar system will build on the remotely sensed
characterization of planetary surfaces to perform
in situ characterization of planetary material.
A. In Situ and Remote Sensing Observations
of Mars from Lander Data
The trajectory toward in situ instrumentation is
largely under way in the case of the martian surface.
A concerted effort has been made over the last
decade to characterize the surface in situ and in
unprecedented detail. Most notably after the Viking
missions, the recent reinvigoration of the Mars
exploration program began with Mars Pathfinder as
a lander technology demonstration, continued with
the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) and the Phoe-
nix lander, and to date has culminated with the Mars
Science Laboratory (MSL). These landed spacecraft
missions have characterized martian surface in de-
tail using a variety of in situ and landed remote
sensing techniques. For example onboard, the MERs,
a broad suite of instruments including the alpha-
particle x-ray spectrometer (APXS, [1]), Mössbauer
(MB, [2]), Microscopic Imager (MI, [3]), the mini-
thermal emission spectrometer (mini-TES, [4]), and
the Panoramic Camera (PanCam, [5]) have charac-
terized in detail both Meridiani Planum and a
section of the floor of the Gusev Crater. The combina-
tion of in situ (e.g., MI, APXS, MB) and remote
sensing (e.g., PanCam, mini-TES) instruments has
proved to be especially successful in both identifying
potential targets at a distance and characterizing
those targets in detail [6–15]. Many of these observa-
tions have fundamentally changed our understand-
ing of Mars and Mars surface processes.
Following the relatively modest MER instrument
suite, the MSL instruments suite includes a host of
largely in situ instruments designed to assess the hab-
itability of past and present Mars. These instruments
include the Mast Camera [16], a laser induced break-
down spectrometer for remote elemental composition
(ChemCam, [17,18]), a microscopic imager (MAHLI,
[19]), an APXS [16], and chemistry and mineralogy
by powder x-ray diffraction and x-ray fluorescence
(CheMin, [20]), as well as a quadrupole mass spec-
trometer, a gas chromatograph, and a tunable laser
spectrometer (SAM, [21]). This suite of instruments
onboard MSL will characterize the martian surface
in unprecedented detail, rivaling what can be done
in the laboratory on Earth. However, the time tomake
many of the measurements is exceedingly long,
including sample preparation of several hours and in-
tegration times for the ChemMin instrument of many
hours for a single measurement. Additionally, the
power requirement for highly complex instruments
and long measurement times is prohibitively costly
and requires the use of a radioisotope thermoelectric
generator, which dramatically increases the cost of
planetarymissions due to the increasedmass and sys-
tem complexity over solar panels.
While these instruments will characterize a small
fraction of the martian surface in great detail, the
majority of the martian surface will likely never be
explored and examined at the scales possible from
lander and Rover data. Complementary techniques
from orbit and at lander scales can allow for the
extrapolation of the findings from landers to the
rest of the planetary surface. To date, the TES, [22]
and mini-TES [4] instruments are the best-matched
set of complementary (spectral sampling and wave-
length range) instruments sent to both the orbit
and the surface of Mars. However, the scales of these
measurements are quite disparate, where mini-TES
samples outcrop scale variability (centimeter to
meter spot sizes) and TES samples regional scale
variability (∼3 × 8 km spots when the instrument
is nadir looking).
B. Vibrational Spectroscopy
Vibrational spectroscopy, e.g., mini-TES, TES,
Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS, [23]),
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars [24], and Observatoire pour la Minéralogie,
l’Eau, les Glaces, et l’Activité [25], is commonly
utilized to quantitatively determine mineralogical
properties of observed materials on planetary bodies.
Vibrational spectroscopy is based on the principle
that energy is emitted/reflected at specific frequen-
cies related to the vibrational motions of the materi-
al’s crystal lattice, which in turn are directly related
to the crystal structure and elemental composition of
the material in question [26,27]. Several methods
of vibrational spectroscopy are commonly utilized
in remote sensing, including infrared emission and
reflectance, near-infrared reflectance, Raman, and
attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy. For most
geologic materials, fundamental vibrational frequen-
cies typically occur in the infrared (∼2–100 μm)
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, making the
use of thermal infrared emission spectroscopy highly
applicable to the examination of planetary surfaces,
due to its low power constraints and relatively simple
measurement technique (interferometry). These
techniques have been used extensively [27,28–33] to
investigate the properties of rock-forming minerals
in the laboratory and properties of planetary surfa-
ces from orbit and landed spacecraft.
Thermal emission spectroscopy is typically a bulk-
analysis method, as most rocks and surfaces are
not homogenous at the spot size that typical instru-
ments are capable of measuring (typically ∼0.5–1 cm
diameter spot for laboratories). However, the meas-
urement of materials in a laboratory is not currently
the primary case where emission spectroscopy is used.
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In general, emission spectroscopy is used in remote
sensing applications on planetary bodies and Earth
with typical instruments, (e.g., THEMIS, TES,
advanced spaceborne thermal emission and reflection
radiometer (ASTER) [34]), having spot sizes or spatial
sampling of hundreds of meters to kilometers
[31,35–38]. At this scale, there is no compositionally/
mineralogically uniform surface; rather, endmembers
in the thermal infrared spectral range (e.g., 6–
100 μm), to first-order, add linearly with aerial abun-
dance [39]. It is possible to use a linear unmixing
model for thermal infrared emission spectroscopy,
where an endmember library of pure minerals [40,41]
is used as a reference to determine quantitative min-
eral abundances based on their respective contribu-
tions (using a linear least squares method) to the
measured spectrum. This method has been used ex-
tensively in the laboratory to determine the bulk com-
positions of unknown samples [42] and on spacecraft
data to characterize the composition of Earth and
other planetary bodies, including Mars [31,36,43–45].
However, this method is not without problems, as
it is dependent on the mineral phases available in
the endmember library spectra, meaning if the end-
member is not in the library it cannot be included in
the modeled spectrum. This leads to difficulties in
the interpretation ofmineralogically complex surfaces
as the primary silicate absorption features related to
the stretching of Si and O occur from ∼8 to 14 μm.
Furthermore, not every possible mineral has an easily
accessible pure component that can be measured in
the laboratory to make up a diverse and comprehen-
sive endmember library (e.g., pigeonite). Further
complicating matters, spectral features vary as solid
solution series minerals vary in composition, so often-
times a range of compositions is needed for individual
minerals like olivine, where the major spectral ab-
sorptions move to either higher or lower wavelength
as a function of forsterite number [e.g., 45,46].
A large body of work has been completed to inter-
pret and quantitatively analyze thermal emission
spectra, from unmixing spectral endmembers for
quantitative mineral abundance determination to
studying the effects of particle size and porosity on
spectra [32,39,47,48]. This measurement technique
is highly valuable and spacecraft missions that car-
ried emission spectrometers have yielded a wealth
of quantitative mineralogical data of the surface of
Mars [10,30,31,43,49]. However, this work often lacks
direct petrographic context for samples in question,
which can significantly aid in determining the geo-
logic mode of origin and type of alteration the samples
have undergone. Instead, inferences about the nature
of materials must be made from other instruments
and techniques including such optical microscopy [3],
high-resolution morphology, and grain size informa-
tion determined from thermal inertia data [50].
C. Microscopic Emission Spectroscopy
In this work, we present the design and implemen-
tation of a laboratory microscopic emission and
reflectance spectrometer with the aim to bridge the
gap between remote sensing and in situ techniques.
Furthermore, the laboratory instrument has been
mated with an existing mini-TES flight-spare instru-
ment using the same microscopic fore optic and
performs comparably to the laboratory setup with
the commercially available spectrometer.
The microscopic laboratory instrument presented
here has a spot size of ∼85 μm, a factor of 100× better
than currently available instruments, and operates
at roughly the scale of individual mineral phases
in a medium grained volcanic sample. This small
scale spot size allows for not only the reduction of
spectral mixing in samples, reducing the need to
perform linear deconvolution with large numbers of
end members, but also will allow for in situ labora-
tory measurements of individual grains while retain-
ing geological and spatial context of the sample
under examination.
This technique can also help scale some of the
other measurements that are typically made in the
laboratory, on a lander, and from orbit. For example,
it will be possible to better quantify how individual
spectra observed in a single scene combine together
to form a bulk rock spectrum and subsequently how
bulk rock spectra relate to bulk planetary surface
spectra from orbit. Currently, the spectral behavior
of individual mineral grains as related to bulk rock
and planetary surface spectra is not well con-
strained. This new instrument allows for the further
characterization and quantification of bulk emission
spectroscopy measurements.
One of the most significant advantages of this
type of instrumentation is the extremely limited
sample preparation required. This instrument is a
noncontact measurement, requires no sample grind-
ing or powdering, and can directly measure natural
surfaces in place. When paired with a tool to remove
the outermost rock rind, such as the rock abrasion
tool on the MERs, this instrument could characterize
the primary mineralogy of the sample. When the
minimal sample preparation is combined with the
relatively quick acquisition times (∼5–10 min per
spot), this instrument has significant advantages
over techniques that take hours to days to measure
a single sample. These advantages make this instru-
mentation a good candidate for in situ mineralogical
studies on planetary surfaces, where it would be
equipped on lander and/or Rover-style spacecraft.
It should be possible to reduce the form factor of this
instrument sufficiently to mount this instrument on
a rover arm, much like the APXS and MB instru-
ments of MER.
2. Instrumentation and Experiment Apparatus
We present the instrument design and implementa-
tion that allows for the automated acquisition of
thousands of emission spectra with an instrument
resolution of ∼85 μm over a specified sampling
area. In this section, we present all the components
necessary to make the measurements at this scale.
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A labeled three-dimensional model that precisely de-
scribes the locations of every component is presented
as Fig. 1. Additionally, the details for each additional
component are available in Table 1.
A. System Components
1. Spectrometer
A commercially available interferometric spectrom-
eter supplied by ThermoFisher/Nicolet is used as the
base for this instrument (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The
spectrometer is originally intended to be used as a
transmission spectrometer, though with the removal
of a cover port and an internal mirror, the instrument
can collect light from outside its environmental hous-
ing. The spectrometer purchased is equipped with a
cesium iodide (CsI) beamsplitter with an operating
range of 6400–200 cm−1 (Table 1) and operates as
a Michelson Interferometer; the beamsplitter directs
and recombines light from both a fixed and precisely
controlled moving mirror where signals are recom-
bined to create a constructive and deconstructive
interference pattern. After the light is modulated
it is directed to either a pyroelectric or quantum
detector. The modulated energy—in the form of an
interferogram with intensity related to moving
mirror position [Fig. 2(a)]—is converted to an unca-
librated power spectrum [Fig. 2(b)] by a discrete
Fourier transform.
2. Infrared Detectors
In this setup, we utilize two separate detectors
depending on the type of measurement the user
wishes to make. We have implemented both a mer-
cury cadmium telluride (MCT) quantum detector
and deuterated L-alanine doped triglycene sulfate
(DLaTGS) pyroelectric detector in this system.While
the pyroelectric detector is comparable to what is
currently utilized on many spacecraft interfero-
meters (e.g., TES, mini-TES), it has a sensitivity of
∼5 to 10× lower than the cryogenically cooled MCT
quantum detector. However, adding a cryogenically
cooled detector to spacecraft instruments adds sig-
nificant cost, complexity, mass, and power consump-
tion and increases the potential for detector failure
if the cooler ceases to operate. Furthermore the
spectral range covered by the MCT detectors is often
limited to ∼600 cm−1, though they can measure to
lower wavenumbers using special coatings but with
reduced signal-to-single noise (SNR). These longer
wavelengths (>20 μm) often provide valuable and
diagnostic absorption features for primary mafic
and secondary alteration mineralogy [45,46,51] and
are important for mineralogical studies of planetary
surfaces.
In this instrument setup, we utilize the MCT
detector as a quick reconnaissance tool to evaluate
the mineralogical diversity of the sample in a labora-
tory setting over its limited wavelength range and
then utilize the pyroelectric DLaTGS detector to
collect the full spectral range allowable by the
beamsplitter and optics combination. In addition,
the pyroelectric detector is a better match for the
capabilities and performance that can be expected
for this style of instrument on a planetary surface.
3. Optical Design
The optical design of the system is straightforward,
utilizing a collimated beam throughout the system
(Fig. 3). The microscope is a diamond turned
Schwarzchild objective with an F-number of ∼0.4
and a focal length of 9.81 mm (Fig. 4, Table 1). This
objective minimizes spherical aberration, coma, and
astigmatism as the primary and secondary surfaces
are matched spherical components. Depending on
the position of the secondary mirror, it is possible
to manipulate the nature of the light exiting the
optic. For example, in the version mounted to the
flight spare mini-TES instrument, a back F-number
of 12 is used as it matches the original design of
the mini-TES Cassegrain telescope [4].
However, for the laboratory setup, the position of
the secondary mirror was adjusted so the microscope
objective (Fig. 4) outputs a collimated beam ∼1 cm in
diameter, which is upsized by beam expanding optics
to ∼2 cm in diameter to better match the desired
Fig. 1. (Color online) Three rendered views of the instrument
CAD model where major components are labeled in Fig. 1(a).
(a) A perspective view where the microscope objective is shown
in blue and the ray trace of the extreme rays is shown in yellow.
The top and side enclosing walls of the environmental chamber
have been removed from this drawing. (b) Side view of the instru-
ment where additional components, including the relay optics that
direct the beam into the spectrometer, can be observed. (c) Top-
down view of the instrument optical path where the beam entering
the spectrometer leaves toward the top of the image.
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input of the Nicolet spectrometer. The relay/beam
expanding optics are a pair of matched spherical
mirrors with focal lengths of 75 and 150 cm also
designed to minimize spherical aberration, coma,
and astigmatism to ensure the image formed on the
detector is crisp and accurately represents a small
circular spot measured on the sample. Several other
flat fold mirrors are utilized to direct the beam from
the high measurement location to optical table level
spectrometer. All mirrors in the system are gold
coated and flat to one-fourth wavelength in the vis-
ible wavelengths, making them excellent reflectors
in the infrared, with reflectivity >0.995 over nearly
the entire spectral range [52]. Furthermore, in
principle the optical design of this system is quite
similar, with the exception of the microscope objec-
tive and the relay optics required to achieve the
∼85 μm measurement spot size, to that of a suite of
existing emission spectrometers used extensively
by the planetary science community to evaluate
and characterize data returned from spacecraft mis-
sions [29,31,37,38,41,42,45,53–56].
Once the collimated energy is directed into the
Nicolet spectrometer by the last fold mirror, the
energy passes through a CsI beamsplitter oriented
at 45° (Fig. 3), which equally separates the light into
Table 1. Microscopic Emission Instrument Characteristics and Supporting Components, Including Translational Stages, Context
Imager, Sample, and Calibration Targets
Spectrometer
Spectrometer manufacturer ThermoFisher/nicolet
Interferometer type Michelson
Beamsplitter material Cesium iodide (CsI)
Typical spectral range 4000–200 cm−1
Spectral sampling 1–16 cm−1
Samples/interferogram 8192
Interferometer beam size ∼2.5 cm (through beamsplitter)
Detectors
DLaTGS detector
Temperature control Thermo-electric temperature stabilized
Detector size 0.5 mm diameter
Detector D >2.4 × 108 cm · Hz1∕2 · Watt−1 (20 Hz)
Interferometer mirror velocity 0.1581 cm∕s
Spectral range 6400–200 cm−1
MCT-B
Temperature control Cryogenic liquid nitrogen cooled
Detector size 1 mm by 1 mm square
Detector D >8.0 × 109 cm · Hz1∕2 · Watt−1 (20 Hz)
Interferometer mirror velocity 1.8988 cm∕s
Spectral range 11;700–400 cm−1
Fore-optics
Microscope objective design Schwarzschild objective
Spot size ∼85 μm (approaching diffraction limit)
Numerical aperture/f-number 0.8∕ ∼ 0.4
Microscope field of view 120°
Working distance ∼9.81 mm
Depth of field ∼20 μm
Sample/calibration specifics
Maximum sample size 2 × 2 cm
Sample temperature Heated to 100 K > ackground
Calibration blackbody targets (1) “hot” 400 K, (1) “warm” 280 K, 5 mm spherical
blackbody cavity w∕0.5 mm diameter entrance
DLaTGS SNR (5 min acq., @380 K, 10 μm) ∼80
MCT-B SNR (5 min acq., @380 K, 10 μm) ∼120
Silicon nitride infrared source >1200°K for reflectance mode
Supporting systems
X Stage translation 10 cm
Y Stage translation 10 cm
Z Stage translation 1.25 cm
Coarse Z stage translation 5.5 cm
X-Y-Z Stage microstep size <2 μm (including hysteresis/backlash)
Laser displacement sensor resolution (Z) 1–3 μm (at the center of measurement)
Context camera (1.5 Megapixels) Color CCD (<4 × 6 μm resolution)
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two directions with different path lengths, one fixed
and one variable. The specifics of Michelson interfer-
ometry are described in Section 2.A.1. However, this
signal measured by the detector is not purely derived
from the sample. We use a full aperture calibration
(described below) that accounts for the instrument
response function as well as radiance contributed
by the instrument itself [42]. Furthermore the envi-
ronment is also emitting, and a portion of that energy
is reflected off of the sample and captured by the
optical system, also known as downwelling radiance
[42]. The specifics of instrument calibration are
discussed in Section 2.B.
4. Supporting Systems
A variety of support systems is required for the
acquisition and calibration of spectral data at the
sub-100 μm scale (Figs. 1 and 5, Table 1). In order
to accurately measure a spectrum, we must control
the X, Y , and Z position of the sample to within
∼1–2 μm with little or no physical movement of
the sample. To do this we use translational stages
capable of high precision movement.
Because of the extremely fast (small depth of field)
Schwarzschild objective, it is necessary to position
the sample within ∼20 μm of the best focus in the
z axis. To accomplish this, we use a laser displace-
ment sensor capable of accurately and precisely
measuring distances to within several micrometers.
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Fig. 2. (a) Raw interferogram generated from a ∼85 μm spot is
shown along with the raw uncalibrated power spectrum of quartz.
(b) The data in each plot are related to one another by a discrete
fast Fourier transform. The power spectrum of two known black-
body targets is then used to calibrate the data from this instru-
ment in a full aperture calibration to radiance with units of
W cm−2 sr−1 (Section 2.B).
Fig. 3. (Color online) Schematic layout of the optical system for
the microscopic emission and reflectance spectrometer represents
all the major components of this optical system. The blue lines
represent the extreme light rays of the spectrometer optical
system, where the relative size of the rays represent the true
scaling and path of the light in the system. The black shapes
represent different optical mirrors or system components in the
system and are labeled accordingly. The red lines represent the
emitted energy of the infrared source when the system is used
in reflectance mode. Note: No lenses were used in this system
and all optical components are mirrors. The layout of the system
was simplified for this figure.
Fig. 4. (Color online) Expanded view of the solid model of the
Schwarzschild objective is shown in this figure. The blue compo-
nents represent diamond turned optics, while the silver compo-
nents are the supporting spider and compression ring used to
physically locate and hold the secondary mirror (small convex
surface). The objective is mounted onto a specialized mounting
bracket using a three-point mount directly to the primary mirror
(large concave surface). Additionally, a baffle (black) designed to
minimize stray light is mounted at the exit of the primary mirror
and extends into the primary mirror cavity with a maximum light
allowance diameter matched to the secondary mirror.
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The desired sample spot is moved under this sensor
and the Z stage is moved until the best focus is estab-
lished, generally within 3–5 μm [Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)].
This system works well for both solid and particulate
samples. Where a best focus cannot be found (due to
low reflectivity, oriented crystal faces that prevent
the return of a laser signal to the sensor detector,
etc.), the location is recorded and the previous best
focus is used. This assumption is generally reason-
able where the sample is not a particulate and the
surface is generally smooth over the data spacing.
When this is not the case, a spectrum of a defocused
(and enlarged spot) is acquired.
A visible imaging context camera with ∼7 μm∕pixel
resolution is also used to identify desired measure-
ment locations [Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)] and control the
acquisition grid. This grid can be constructed as
any combination of X by Y samples and calibration
targets may be acquired at any interval, though
generally at the end of a column of measurements.
These X, Y , and Z translation stages were physi-
cally referenced to each test location (context image,
focus, and microscope) by a thin wire (∼35 μm in
diameter) cross hair that can be heated to ∼600 K
to reference the spectrometer with a high level of
signal at the detector. Once each test position has
been established in relational space, it is possible
to accurately move to each test position with a sam-
ple and measure the identical spot to within ∼5 μm
in absolute position, which is less than the individual
pixel size of the context imager.
The sample in the emission setup is heated above
room temperature to enhance signal to noise for
individual measurements [42]. While this process
can result in the dehydration of some clays and
sulfates, in general most rock forming minerals do
not significantly change their crystal structure with
a moderate (100°K) increase in temperature. Fur-
thermore, it is not uncommon for geologic materials,
especially on airless bodies, to experience tempera-
tures above 350 K [57]. While it is not explicitly
necessary to heat the sample to ∼390 K, it aids in
reducing measurement time and significantly in-
creases the signal to noise, as emitted radiance is
proportional to temperature to the fourth power.
However, as an alternative to heating samples, we
have developed a thermal infrared reflectance mode
for this instrument (Section 2.A.5).
Two blackbody cavities (5 mm spheres with a
0.5 mm entrance) are used as targets for the instru-
ment’s full aperture calibration (Fig. 8). These
blackbodies are controlled to ∼0.1 K precision and
accuracy at 400 and 380 K, bracketing the typical
temperature (∼390 K) of a sample in this instru-
ment. These calibration targets are mounted directly
next to the sample holder, which allows for multiple
calibration points throughout the measurement to
capture any instrument drift or changes in the envi-
ronment. The calibration targets are instrumented
with two platinum resistance thermistors (PRTs)
Fig. 5. (Color online) Side view of the XYZ position system,
microscope objective, and supporting systems, including the laser
range displacement sensor and the context camera. For reference,
the relay mirrors are 2 inches in diameter.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. (Color online) (a) Example of a microtopography map of a
solid sample used to find the microscope focal point within ∼5 μm.
Black locations indicate the absence of good laser returns. In these
cases, we use an interpolated value for best focus. (b) Coaligned
visible context image with a microscope sampling pattern overlain
(red circles). The circles are to scale with the spot size of the instru-
ment and are the exact locations where thermal emission data
are acquired.
(b)(a)
2 mm
0 mm 1.459 mm
Fig. 7. (Color online) (a) Example of a microtopography map of a
particulate sample used to find the microscope focal point within
∼5 μm. Black locations indicate the absence of good laser returns.
In these cases we use an interpolated value for best focus. (b) Coal-
igned visible context image with a microscope sampling pattern
overlain (red circles). The circles are to scale with the spot size
of the instrument and are the exact locations where thermal
emission data are acquired.
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each (one above and below the spheres) and allow the
precise determination of the temperature of the
sphere. The two PRTs per blackbody typically show
a measured temperature difference across a sphere
of 0.05 K, which is significantly below the accuracy
and precision of the PRTs. This implies an iso-
thermal measurement as the PRTs have an absolute
calibration accuracy of ∼0.1 K from 90 to 780 K.
Finally, an instrumented environmental chamber
(Fig. 1), where water vapor and CO2 have been
scrubbed from the atmosphere, encompasses the en-
tire instrument. The interior of this chamber is
painted with Krylon Ultra Flat Black 1602 paint that
has an emissivity >0.95 over the entire thermal
infrared wavelength region [58]. We monitor relative
humidity, environmental air temperature, and the
temperatures of various system components. Any
dramatic changes in these parameters are logged
throughout the acquisition of sample data and can
be used to identify data thatmay be poorly calibrated.
5. Reflectance Mode
As an alternative to directly heating the sample to
>100 K above ambient temperature, we have devel-
oped a microreflectance attachment for this instru-
ment (Fig. 3, Table 1). In this case, rather than
the sample being heated from below, the sample is
illuminated by an infrared source (a >1200°K silicon
nitride emitter) with relatively uniform spectral
response over 2000 to 200 cm−1. While this is not
the primary mode of this instrument, as the goal
is to make direct comparisons to existing laboratory
and spacecraft data, it is a unique measurement
that could easily be applied to a landed spacecraft
thermal infrared microspectrometer.
While commercial microscopic reflectance instru-
ments are available, they typically use cooled detec-
tors and modulate the light (which occurs when
light passes through the interferometer) prior to
its interaction with the sample. The experimental
emission spectroscopy microscope setup we present
here is not available commercially and the reflec-
tance setup developed is significantly different than
any commercially available instrument. Differing
significantly from commercially available reflectance
instruments, this reflectance instrument setup uses
unmodulated light from an infrared source directed
at the sample in a nearly perpendicular orientation.
This light is then reflected off the sample approxi-
mately into a hemisphere for Lambertian surfaces,
which is expected as typical geologic surfaces do
not highly forward- or back-scatter. This unmodu-
lated reflected light is captured by the same optical
system that captures the emitted energy when the
sample is directly heated. The value of this method
is that both an emission and reflectance measure-
ment can be made of the identical spot. If different
fore-optics were utilized with this system (an off-
axis parabola or Schwarzschild objective with a
larger f -number), the reflectance mode can be used
to quickly acquire high SNR microspectra while
a defocused spot can be utilized to make bulk emis-
sion measurements. The variety of measurements
(atmospheric measurements, point counting of indi-
vidual mineral grains retaining primary geologic
context, and bulk mineralogy measurements at the
outcrop scale) makes this style of instrumentation
unique in its capabilities and a strong candidate
for a rover or lander platform as a quantitative min-
eralogy instrument.
B. Calibration and Data Acquisition
1. Automated Acquisition
The microscopic emission spectrometer allows the
investigator to easily acquire large volumes of
spectroscopic data with little input. The investigator
defines the acquisitionparameters, includingnumber
of spots in theX andY directions [Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)],
the spacing between these spots, the sample and
blackbody calibration target temperatures, and the
calibration interval. Once the sample is loaded, the
system automatically acquires all the specified data
and necessary ancillary measurements including
temperature of the environmental chamber, relative
humidity, instrument temperature, and sample tem-
perature. In order to ensure measurement stability,
several parameters, including sample and blackbody
temperatures, relative humidity, and microscope
temperature, are monitored until they reach the set
points. Furthermore, anytime the sample is moved
a significant distance (e.g., to the calibration targets),
the instrument pauses until stability conditions are
met (typically 5 min).
2. Spectral Calibration
The calibration of raw data to emissivity has not
been significantly modified from [42] and the major-
ity of the equations and measurements necessary
to accurately account for all the factors that affect
thermal emission have been presented previously,
including the energy related to sample emission,
reflection, and background sources [42,59,60–62].
Fig. 8. (Color online) Model of the sample holder (orange) and
blackbody calibration targets (gray), (a) with the individual com-
ponents expanded for clarity. The sample holder is constructed of
copper because of its extremely high thermal conductivity, while
the blackbodies are constructed of aluminum because aluminum
has a high reflectivity over the thermal infrared wavelength region
and any unpainted surfaces will reflect the majority of the incident
energy. (b) The final completed sample holder and blackbody
calibration targets with a quartz standard used to compare the
instruments calibration to existing laboratory equipment.
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The major difference between the method used by
Ruff, Christensen, Barbera, and Anderson [42] and
the method described here is the use of numerous
blackbody calibration measurements over the span
of the entire spectral acquisition. Depending on
the number of acquisition points the investigator
specifies for the microscopic emission spectrometer
(>200 to 1000), lengthy (>1 day) measurements can
arise, necessitating the use of multiple blackbodies to
account for changes in the instrument response and
environmental parameters. Here we present the up-
dated method for calibration of thermal emission
data acquired from this instrument.
After Christensen and Harrison [62] and Ruff,
Christensen, Barbera, and Anderson [42], we use
the following equations to solve for the emissivity
of the sample, accounting for a time-varying term
using a cubic spline interpolation for each spectral
point with a sample at an unknown temperature
(definitions for all variables used can be found in
Table 2). We do not show the cubic spline interpola-
tion in the following equations but rather include the
solutions for all equations at wavelengths λ, temper-
ature T, and time tsamp, where the values at each
time have been interpolated with the cubic spline
or a linear approximation if enough data points
are not available for cubic interpolation. This equa-
tion set derives a temperature independent emissiv-
ity using a time-interpolated calibration, though
throughout it is useful to consider the idealized and
temperature dependent spectral radiance (B) and
emissivity (ε) as inseparable. These variables
are generally represented as ελBλ; T; tsamp and
are typically manipulated as a group, until the final
derivation of emissivity.
First, we take the initial equation from
Christensen and Harrison [62] that defines all the
important parameters that contribute to the mea-
sured voltage of the Fourier transform spectrometer:
Vmeasλ; T; tsamp

2
664
εsampλBsampλ; T; tsamp
RsampλεenvλBenvλ; T; tsamp
−εinstλBinstλ; T; tsamp
3
775Fλ; tsamp:
(1)
By using blackbodies at two known and tempera-
tures and raw voltages measured by the detector
for each calibration target, we can compute an in-
strument function [42,63] [Fig. 9(a)]. Equation (2)
assumes that the emissivity of the blackbodies is
Table 2. Definition of Variables Used in the Equations
to Derive Calibrated Emissivity
λ Wavelength
T Temperature
tsamp Time at a given point between two
calibration measurements when the sample
was acquired. The corresponding function
value is calculated using a cubic spline.
εinst Emissivity of the instrument
Binst Idealized radiance of the instrument
F Instrument response
εenv Emissivity of the environment
Benv Idealized radiance of the environment
εsamp Emissivity of the sample
Bsamp Idealized radiance of the sample
Rsamp  1 − εsamp Reflectivity of the sample is equivalent to
1-emissivity by Kirchhoff ’s law
Vsamp Measured sample voltage
Bbb Idealized radiance of the blackbody
calibration targets
Vbb Measured blackbody voltage
cf Christiansen feature wavelength
σV Standard deviation of detector voltage
SNR Signal to Noise
n Number of spectral coadditions
h Planck’s constant
c Speed of light
k Boltzmann’s constant
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Fig. 9. Typical instrument calibration and response parameters
are shown. (a) Twenty-five different instrument response func-
tions over 10 days. (b) Twenty-five different instrument radiance
curves over 10 days. (c) Twenty-five different down welling
radiance measurements over 10 days. The variability in all cases
is less than a few percent. In order to help capture changing
environmental conditions, the instrument response function and
instrument radiance are interpolated for each sample using
cubic-splines based on the sample acquisition time.
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1 at all wavelengths and there is no reflected
component. The time-varying instrument response
function is a critical component to the calibration
procedure, as it allows for the conversation of unca-
librated volts measured by the detector to calibrated
spectral radiance (W cm−2 sr−1). Additionally, the
time-varying component allows for small changes
in the instrument behavior to be captured during
long data acquisition runs:
Fλ; tsamp 
Vbbλ; T1; tsamp − Vbbλ; T2; tsamp
Bbbλ; T1; tsamp − Bbbλ; T2; tsamp
: (2)
Equation (3) is the derivation of the instrument
radiance term [Fig. 9(b)]. Using Eq. (2) and a single
blackbody measurement, it is possible to derive the
instrument radiance. The instrument radiance is
the energy that reaches the detector that did not
originate at the sample [42], including detector and
background energy from the emitting components in-
side the spectrometer. As a further simplification, the
instrument emissivity [εinstλ] is commonly assumed
to be 1 and the instrument radiance term is replaced
by an ideal blackbody of the measured instrument
temperature [42]; however, in the case of this instru-
ment we use the derived instrument radiance and
not an ideal radiance, as the instrument radiance is
a combination of blackbodies of several temperatures
for this instrument:
εinstλBinstλ; T; tsamp
 Binstλ; T1; tsamp − Vbbλ; T1; tsamp
Fλ; tsamp
: (3)
Calculating calibrated radiance for a sample is
accomplished by rearranging Eq. (1) to the form
shown in Eq. (4). In this case all of the radiance (both
emitted and reflected) are moved to a single side of
the equation. In order to simplify this equation and
derive a temperature independent emissivity, it is
necessary to determine the sample temperature from
a noncontact method (as is typical for spacecraft
missions) [64]. In order to solve for temperature,
we assume that over some portion of the spectrum
the emissivity is 1 and the reflectivity is zero, which
is best met at the Christiansen frequencies in the
spectrum. This is the frequency where the index of
refraction (n) for the sample is equal to the index
of refraction for the surrounding medium [65]. This
frequency is often coincident with low extinction
coefficients (k) for geologic materials and produces
an emissivity near 1.0 [42]. In a complicated system,
such as the microscopic emission spectrometer where
many environmental sources of a variety of tempera-
tures are being reflected off of the sample, we use a
diffuse gold reflector in place of a sample to accurately
measure the typical downwelling/reflected spectral
component [Fig. 9(c)]. In this case we then apply a
scaled version of this measured downwelling radiance
as the mixed variable group εenvλBenvλ; T; tsamp.
This allows for spectral features present in the down-
welling radiance as well as temperature variability
to be accounted for robustly:

εsampλBsampλ; T; tsamp
RsampλεenvλBenvλ; T; tsamp


 Vsampλ;T;tsamp
Fλ;tsamp
εinstλBinstλ; T; tsamp

: (4)
If we calculate a brightness temperature for all
radiances [Eq. (5), assuming there are no emissivity
absorption features] for all wavelengths using the
Planck equation in the form of Eq. (6), the maximum
temperature of the sample temperature is likely the
best match for the position of the Christiansen
frequency. Ruff, Christensen, Barbera, and Anderson
[42] includes a detailed discussion of the effect of
deriving the wrong Christiansen frequency on the
absolute calibration of spectral data. Though the
effects are generally minimal in terms of absolute
emissivity, they are not negligible:
Bsamp@cf λ; T; tsamp 
Vsamp@cf λ; T; tsamp
Fλ; tsamp
 εinstλBinst@cf λ; T; tsamp;
(5)
T 

hc
λk
0@ 1
ln
h
2hc2λ−5
Bsamp@cf
 1
i
1
A: (6)
The final step for calibration is the calculation of a
temperature independent emissivity. This is accom-
plished by again rearranging Eq. (1) using the time
interpolated instrument response function, downw-
elling radiance, and instrument energy variables
that were solved for in Eqs. (2)–(6):
εsampλ 
Vsampλ;T;tsamp
Fλ;tsamp − εenvλBenvλ; T; tsamp  εinstλBinstλ; T; tsamp
Bsampλ; T; tsamp − εenvλBenvλ; T; tsamp
: (7)
The validity of this method is well established and
a detailed discussion and error analysis of many
components of this calibration routine is performed
by Ruff, Christensen, Barbera, and Anderson [42].
Furthermore, we utilize a full-aperture calibration,
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with the blackbody calibration targets placed at the
same position as the sample. With this setup, the
same number of components (e.g., mirrors, baffles,
optomechanical components) and instrument orien-
tation (e.g., field of view, sample/calibration target
position) are used and allow for all of the components
to contribute in the same way to the raw measured
spectrum. These contributions are then incorporated
into the instrument response function and instru-
ment radiance, allowing them to be completely
removed in the calibration routine with no assump-
tions about the reflectivity of various mirrors or
contribution of other components required.
3. Instrument Results
A. Signal-to-Signal Noise
The signal to nose ratio of this system is dependent
on several factors, including detector responsivity,
the temperature of the target material, the number
of spectra that are coadded together (scales as the
square root of the number of samples), the spectral
sampling, and the overall throughput of the optical
system. In order to assess the SNR of a complicated
optomechanical system, such as that presented in
this work, we measure many individual spectra with
no coadding of the same spot under the same condi-
tions for each detector. We measured a quartz stan-
dard and each blackbody calibration target (Fig. 10).
In order to calculate the SNR of the system, a moving
window standard deviation of 20 spectra is divided
by the instrument response function and averaged
together. An ideal blackbody at the specified tar-
get temperature is then divided by the average
windowed standard deviation [Eq. (8)]. The SNR is
calculated in this manner, as this removes any time-
dependent variations in the instrument that may be
due to temperature controller instability or a chang-
ing environment and instrument temperature:
SNRλ; T  Bsampλ; TFλ; Th
1
n
Pn
i1

1
20
Pj20
ji σVλ; Tj
i : (8)
The derived instrument SNR at 900 cm−1 for the
DLaTGS detector is ∼70 to 90 for target tempera-
tures ranging from 380 to 400 K. The SNR at
900 cm−1 for the MCT-B detector is slightly higher
at ∼100 to 120 for target temperatures ranging from
380 to 400 K. The increase in signal for the MCT-B
detector is not the predicted ∼2 to 3 times improve-
ment expected, though this is likely due to the lack
of a cold field stop that would prevent stray light
and extreme rays from entering the detector. Since
the noise of a DLaTGS is fixed with the area of the
detector, it is not as affected by the stray light/
extreme rays of the system as the MCT-B detector
that has noise that scales with the number of photons
that interact with the detector. Thus, a warm instru-
ment and environment, coupled with extreme rays
derived from room temperature materials, greatly
affect the MCT-B detector, as many more photons
from locations other than the sample are measured,
increasing the detector noise, as compared to the
fixed noise of the DLaTGS detector.
B. Calibration Evaluation
1. Comparison to Existing Laboratory
Measurements
By comparing the results of a standard target in
existing laboratory equipment [42] and the micro-
scopic emission spectrometer, the level of absolute
calibration can be assessed. Figure 11 is the average
of 100 microemission spectra compared to the bulk
measured spectrum of the quartz standard [Fig. 8(b)]
of a ∼1 × 1 cm square area. Several observations
can be made when comparing these two data. First,
the overall contrast between instruments is well
matched, indicating that the downwelling radiance
is well accounted for. Furthermore, the position and
shape of the absorption features are also well
matched. The only major variability in the spectrum
shown occurs on the shorter wavelength side of major
absorption features (e.g., ∼1200 cm−1 , Fig. 11). This
broadening of absorption features is similar to what
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Fig. 10. Signal to noise for each detector in the microemission
and reflectance spectrometer instrument. The SNR is shown for
each of the blackbody calibration targets and a quartz sample.
The SNR is directly correlated to sample temperature in all
cases. In each case we coadded 1000 individual spectra to make
the plots. However, a reduction of 500 scans results in a reduction
in SNR by <10%. (a) is a DLaTGS detector and (b) a MCT-B detec-
tor. The slightly higher peak SNR for theMCT-B detector is largely
attributed to the enhanced sensitivity as a result of the detector
cooling. However, the SNR increase is significantly less than an
order of magnitude expected by comparing detector D. This is
likely due to the elevated background signal present from the envi-
ronment, as the MCT-B detector is highly sensitive to any room
temperature radiation. A cold stop to remove any excess energy
from the system would likely increase SNR significantly.
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is observed in a bidirectional reflectance setup, such
as that used by Salisbury, Walter, Vergo, and D’Aria
[40] to measure the reflectance of pure geologic
materials.
At very high wavenumbers (>1750 cm−1, Fig. 11),
a significant divergence in the microemission and
bulk measured spectra is observed. This divergence
generally occurs at wavelengths shorter than the
Si-O stretching region and is introduced by an unac-
counted for component in the calibration. We have
determined that this emissivity excess is likely due
to the anodized support structure (high emissivity)
spider for the secondary mirror of the Schwarzschild
being reflected onto the sample. If we include a small
off-axis mirror on the back of the spider to both pre-
vent the emitted sample energy from being reflected
back onto the sample and the low emissivity of the
mirror from reflecting on to the sample, this feature
lessens in magnitude. Further work is under way
to better characterize the effect of this calibration
artifact.
2. Crystallographic Orientation Effects
Since the majority of emission and reflectance mea-
surements to date are bulk measurements of many
randomly oriented crystals [42], the measurement
of single crystals in an unknown orientation will
likely result in the observation of only one vibrational
mode for the sample in question [67]. Figure 12(a)
is themeasurement of a quartz crystal oriented down
the c-optical axis in the microemission spectrometer
and the bulk emission spectrometer, compared to a
bulk spectrum of randomly oriented quartz grains.
While the microemission-oriented quartz spectrum
shows many orientation effects (including missing
doublets), an additional feature at ∼550 cm−1 is
visible in the oriented microemission spectra and
randomly oriented bulk measurement. This may be
due to the high angle from which the photons are
collected (emission angle ∼60°). Furthermore the
emission microscope collects energy from 360°
simultaneously at the high emission angle, making
this measurement more akin to a hemispherical or
bidirectional reflectance measurement than a typical
emission measurement. In an oriented quartz crystal
[Fig. 12(a)], we not only view the c-optical axis but
also observe emitted energy from the a-optical axis
simultaneously due to the high angle. This is a
significant difference from many bulk emission mea-
surements, as they typically observe energy from
<15° emission angle, enhancing the effect of optical
axis orientation. Figure 12(b) shows the variability
of a quartz component from a natural sample.
Again the major changes occur at ∼550 cm−1 and do
not significantly affect the identification of these
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Fig. 11. Demonstration of the absolute calibration of the micro-
emission instrument is made using a well-known sample of vein
quartz. One hundred individual microemission spectra (of 500 co-
adds each) over a 1 × 1 cm grid are averaged together and com-
pared to a bulk measurement made with existing laboratory
equipment that has been used to characterize a variety of rock
forming minerals [41,42] for the analysis of martian TES data
[30,31,43,45,55,66]. The difference between the existing laboratory
and average microemission data is most pronounced as the widen-
ing of spectral features (e.g., 1250 cm−1). However, the depth and
shape of absorption features is matched extremely well.
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Fig. 12. (a) Bulk emission spectrum of randomly oriented quartz
grains and a quartz crystal oriented down the optical c-axis
compared to the microemission spectrum of the same oriented
quartz crystal. In general, the oriented quartz crystals are lacking
some of the prominent quartz doublets at ∼800 cm−1 and
∼400 cm−1. However, in the oriented quartz microscopic emission
spectrum, the doublet at ∼550 cm−1 appears, although at a differ-
ent position than in the randomly oriented quartz. This doublet
does not appear in the bulk measured oriented quartz and
indicates that while some crystallographic orientation effects are
preserved in the microscopic emission system, the effects are not
as extreme as with other optical designs. (b) Two quartz spectra
extracted from the data shown in Fig. 15 illustrate the typical vari-
ability of quartz orientation effects in a natural sample. By and
large, the effects are minimal and are most easily seen at the
∼550 cm−1 doublet.
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samples as quartz. Furthermore, while some vari-
ability, similar to what is shown in Fig. 12(b), is
expected for every measured spectrum, we predict
that minerals with simple crystal structures (e.g.,
2 optical axes) will show the strongest effect, as this
instrument will not likely observe perfectly oriented
crystals.
A perfectly oriented crystal is the worst-case
scenario for the microemission spectrometer and any
slight deviation in this perfect orientation in the
crystal will result in additional optical axes being
observed by the instrument and a reduction of the
effect on the spectral data [Fig. 12(b)]. While this
allows the spectrometer to produce data that have
many similarities to bulk emission measurements,
the typical simplification of the Fresnel equations
[67,68] to ignore orientation effects, typically repre-
sented as Θ, is not possible with this setup, and the
full Fresnel equations accounting for emission angle
must be solved to derive the real and imaginary in-
dices of refraction.
3. Repeatability
Overall when measuring a consistent and uniform
sample, the microscopic emission spectrometer
yields consistent results over long time periods, over
various environmental conditions and instrument
conditions. Furthermore, a spectrum from one sam-
ple, acquired from the same locality over the course
of several days to weeks, does not change signifi-
cantly in spectral shape or contrast. The variability
in a mostly uniform sample, such as that shown in
Figs. 8(b) and 13, which is 100 spots acquired over
four days, is most likely due to small-scale variability
of the sample rather than changes in downwelling ra-
diance or instrument energy. The standard deviation
of these data is very small, typically 2%–8% of the
depth of the major absorption features, where its
effect is most significant. Furthermore, the average of
these 100 spots matches the bulk emission measure-
ment of the same sample (Fig. 11), lending to the idea
that the small-scale variability is included, but not
separable, in the bulk measurement.
4. Emission versus Reflectance Measurements
When we compare the microscopic emission results
to microscopic reflectance measurements (Fig. 14),
in general, we find good agreement with the
spectral shape and position of major absorption
features. While there are significant mismatches in
the Si-O stretching (700–1200 cm−1) and bending
(150–600 cm−1) regions, these are not directly corre-
lated to spectral absorption features, but rather
spectral slope and the width of the features. These
mismatches likely stem directly from the rudimen-
tary calibration of the reflectance mode when com-
pared to the calibration of the emission data.
However, even with the rudimentary reflectivity
calibration, the quality of the spectral data is high,
making this technique a valuable addition to the
instrument’s wide range of capabilities. In the future,
refinement of the reflectivity calibration will yield
data that agree even better with the emission data.
While we do not discuss this measurement style in
detail, as it is primarily a demonstration of a method
to acquire reflectance data, this technique could
prove to be especially powerful for situations where
sample heating is not permissible due to power con-
straints (e.g., spacecraft applications) or sample con-
straints (e.g., loss of volatiles at low temperatures).
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Fig. 13. (Color online) One hundred individual microemission
spectra (500 coadds each) are compared to the same bulk measure-
ment in Fig. 11. The variability in the data is likely due to
small-scale (<1 mm) variability in the vein quartz sample. The
standard deviation of the data is also shown and is typically≪5%
of the lab data.
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Fig. 14. Microscopic-emission and reflectance data are shown, as
well as their differences. The reflectance data were calibrated
using a diffuse gold reflector and have been baseline corrected
to remove any spectral slope. The microscopic emission data were
calibrated using the two spherical blackbody targets. In general,
the spectral shapes of these two different measurements match
extremely well, with all primary spectral features being well
matched. While some difference exists with these two measure-
ments, the reflectance data are considered preliminary, and with
a more robust calibration routine, the majority of the difference
between these data should be eliminated based on Kirchoff ’s
Law, which states E  1 −R where E is emissivity and R is
reflectivity.
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C. Rock Sample
The significant strength of this instrument is to
performance petrographic analysis of the sample in
question. This in situ, quantitative, nondestructive,
mineralogical analysis of an unknown sample is a
powerful tool. This technique retains geologic context
[Fig. 15(a)], which is fairly unique to microscopic
spectrometers. In many cases, the sample must be
cored, ground into a powder, and delivered to the
instrument directly, removing all geologic context.
However, Fig. 15 shows a fairly typical analysis of
a quartz-monzonite, where we have identified four
major components throughout the sample and one
accessory component [Fig. 15(b)]. Bulk emission mea-
surements (Fig. 16) did not detect titanite due to the
low areal abundance of this accessory phase in the
sample (likely <1%). While individual microscopic
emission data spots are not necessarily composed of
a single component, they are general simple mixtures
of only a few components, which should be identical
temperatures (removing anisothermality induced
slopes) and are easy to separate.
The spectral discrimination of minerals in this
sample is well demonstrated (Fig. 15) and the iden-
tification of these components is straightforward.
A spectral index map, decorrelation stretch [69],
deconvolution [15,56,70] of individual points, or spec-
tral classification are powerful tools for mapping
the variability and locations of individual compo-
nents in the sample. While there is some variability
in the individual measurements, by and large, spec-
tral features and shape along with the spectral
contrast match the bulk emission measurement
extremely well (Fig. 16) for a complicated natural
geologic material. This further illustrates that
the individual spectral components (e.g., 400 micro-
emission measurements averaged together) can
adequately represent the bulk emission measure-
ment. The individual spectral components in this
case include orientation effects, roughness effects,
and the mineralogical variability.
However, we find the maximum variability of the
individual components in this sample is generally
attributed to crystallographic orientation effects
[e.g., Fig. 12(b)] and mineralogical variability—not
instrumentation effects or sample roughness. This
allows for the quantitative identification of each
component and their respective contributions to the
bulk-measured spectrum to be well characterized.
If we compare deconvolution results [70] of the bulk
measured spectrum, using a simple endmember
spectral library (Table 3), to the spectral deconvolu-
tion point counting method of the microscopic emis-
sion spectrometer described below, we find excellent
agreement between the two datasets (Fig. 17).
Fig. 15. (Color online) Locations (a) of microscopic-emission spec-
tra (b) for a quartz-monzonite thick section. The red open circles
are locations of individual measurements. In this sample, four ma-
jor components are identified: plagioclase feldspar (white tones),
potassium feldspar (pink tones), biotite (dark tones), and quartz
(translucent). Quartz is not easily discernable in the visible image,
as it is somewhat translucent and often appears as the color of the
material surrounding or below it. A minor phase, titanite (orange-
gold tones), is also identified and constitutes only ∼3 pixels of the
400 measured. Minor variations in individual spectra may be due
to slight differences in optical axis orientation.
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Fig. 16. Four hundred individual microemission spectra over a
1 × 1 cm grid are averaged together and compared to a bulk meas-
urement made with existing laboratory equipment. The difference
between the existing laboratory and averagemicroemission data is
most pronounced as the widening of spectral features (e.g.,
1225 cm−1). However, the depth and shape of absorption features
is matched extremely well.
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In order to perform spectral point counting, we use
the same spectral library (Table 3) and unmix every
individual spectrum. After the unmixing of the
spectral data, we then sum all the concentrations
normalized for blackbody contributions together and
normalize back to 100%, which results in the areal
abundance of that individual spectral component.
In this case, we were not interested in the variability
within individual mineral groups, so all results are
grouped according to Table 3. To test the overall
sensitivity of this method to components with low
abundances, we exclude components with low abun-
dances from individual spot unmixing results
(Fig. 17) and then normalize the sum of all spots to
100%. In general, we find that this exclusion, up to
abundances <50% does not change the derived spec-
tral deconvolution point counting abundances more
than ∼5%–6% for any given mineral group. While the
absolute mineral abundances of this sample are not
known, the individual determination of mineral
abundances to within ∼5%, through the disparate
methods of spectral point counting and bulk spectral
deconvolution, lends to the precision of emission
spectroscopy for the quantitative determination of
the mineralogy of natural geologic materials.
4. Conclusions
We have presented a brief summary of various
in situ instruments that have been used to date on
planetary surfaces and detailed the development of
a laboratory microscopic emission and reflectance
spectrometer. While in its present form the labora-
tory instrument is large and somewhat complicated
primarily due to commercial instrument constraints,
a flight prototype has been constructed where an
identical microscope objective has been mounted to
a flight spare mini-TES instrument, illustrating the
straightforward instrument design and long heritage
of TESs. Further miniaturization of this instrument
is straightforward with modern electronics and the
development of this instrument as a robotic arm-
mounted device is the end goal.
We find this style of instrumentation has several
obvious advantages over other in situ instrumenta-
tion proposed for planetary surface investigations,
including, APXS, MB, MIs, x-ray diffraction, and
x-ray florescence spectrometers, and Raman spec-
trometers [71]. These advantages include a simple
and tested instrument design, a long heritage of
instruments sent to planetary surfaces and orbits,
and the ability to make direct comparisons to
existing and past instruments, as well as the ability
to quantitatively determine the bulk sample miner-
alogy while retaining the geologic and petrologic
context. Very few if any instruments mentioned
above are capable of doing petrology in situ, and we
find this to be a major strength of this instrument.
This style of instrument could also be used for the
derivation of atmospheric opacities [72] to help
maintain the long record of atmospheric conditions
obtained from orbiting and landed spacecraft. Fur-
thermore, with a different microscope objective (an
off-axis parabola instead of the Schwarzschild objec-
tive) that results in only a marginally larger spot
size (e.g., ∼200–300 μm), it is possible to defocus
themeasurement spot to gain outcrop scale measure-
ments comparable to existing mini-TES spatial
sampling.
We thank William O’Donnell for the many hours
of assistance in assembling, aligning, and optimizing
this instrument spent in the laboratory. We also
thank Stillman Chase, Greg Mehall, and Elliot
Table 3. Spectral Library Used in Quantitative Mineral Abundance
Determination for the Quartz-Monzonite Sample in Figs. 14–16
Reference
Number/Sourcea
Spectrum
Identifier
Assigned
Mineral Group
ASU Quartz BUR-4120 Quartz
ASU Microcline BUR-3460 K-Feldspar
ASU Orthoclase WAR-RGSAN01 K-Feldspar
ASU Albite WAR-0235 Plagioclase
ASU Oligoclase BUR-060D Plagioclase
ASU Andesine WAR-0024 Plagioclase
ASU Labradorite BUR-3080A Plagioclase
ASU Anorthite BUR-340 Plagioclase
ASU Biotite BUR-840 Mica
ASU Chlorite WAR-1924 Mica
ASU Muscovite WAR-5474 Mica
ASU Phlogopite HS-23.3B Mica
aSpectral library after Feely and Christensen [56] where,
individual mineral spectra are from the ASU spectral library
available online at http://speclib.asu.edu [41].
Fig. 17. Histogram of the bulk emission laboratory deconvolution
mineral abundances and derived microscopic emission point count
abundance. We present several methods for deriving microscopic
emission point counts, where we simply deconvolve each individ-
ual spot with a simple library (Table 3) covering the variability in
the sample, and then sum the abundances and normalize back to
100%. In this case, we do not exclude minor components, as we are
confident that individual pixels are generally well-modeled as they
are commonly a combination of one to three endmembers. In sub-
sequent methods, we exclude deconvolution results that have
abundances less than 10%, 30%, and 50%. In each of these cases,
the results do not change significantly, varying by <5% derived
mineral abundances. Furthermore the comparison to laboratory
unmixing results is quite good and provides a high level of confi-
dence in bulk spectral deconvolution and the point counting meth-
ods used to determine sample mineralogy.
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Burke for detailed discussions and input on the over-
all instrument design and construction. Further-
more, we thank Steven Ruff, who added significant
contributions to the design and calibration of this
instrument and provided input on the direction of
this manuscript. We also thank Michael Veto who
reviewed an early draft of this manuscript. This
work was funded through the NASA Planetary
Geology and Geophysics research program (grant
NNX08AM63G) and the Mars Instrument Develop-
ment Program (grant NNX08AR07G).
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